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April 16, 2021 

 
MEMORANDUM TO: 

 
 OIC, Office of the Asst. Schools Division Superintendent 

Chief Education Supervisors, CID and SGOD 
 Elementary and Secondary School Principals/Officers-In-Charge 
 School Administrators 
 All Others Concerned 
 Public and Private Schools 
 

NATIONAL ROBOTICS COMPETITION  

 
 Attached is the letter from Mr. Melvin R. Matulac, Founder, Pinoy Robot Games, 

re: Annual National Robotics Competition (ONLINE), the content of which is self-

explanatory for information and appropriate action. 

  
 Immediate and wide dissemination of this Memorandum is desired. 
 
 
 
 
 
 SHERYLL T. GAYOLA 

 Assistant Schools Division Superintendent 

 Officer-In-Charge 

 Office of the Schools Division Superintendent 
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February 17, 2021 
 

 

DR. DR. SHERYL T. GAYOLA 

Schools Division Superintendent 

Officer-In-Charge 

SDO - Marikina City 

 

  

Dear Dr. Gayola,  

 

Greetings from Pinoy Robot Games! 
 

May this letter find you and your family in good health.  True to our mission of training and supporting the nation’s young scientists and engineers, PRG will be conducting the annual National 

Robotics Competition ONLINE. From the comfort of their home, participants may start performing 

the challenges and solving problems. They begin submitting their entries on April 10.  All entries are 

weekly evaluated and ranked until the culminating date of May 15, 2021. 
 

There will be 12 events.  All are new.  Instead of completed Robotics and AI Project, one event is the “Great RIM Ideas”.  In this event, participants will propose a solution to any of the UNSDG 

categories.  No actual device is needed.  We hope for subsequent investors to fund the project after 

the contest.   
 

We are formally inviting your division to participate in this annual event.  Registration begins on 

February 20. 
 

For more details, please visit our website: www.pinoyrobotgames.org 

 
We are looking forward for the participation of your division in the event. 
 

Sincerely,  
 

 

Melvin R. Matulac  
Founder, PRG 

 

 
 

Attachment:  

 Game Poster : http://bit.ly/3beumcB 

 NRC2021 Booklet : http://bit.ly/37lSCbO  

mailto:nrc2021@pinoyrobotgames.org
mailto:pinoyrobotgames.@gmail.com
http://www.pinoyrobotgames.org/
http://bit.ly/3beumcB
http://bit.ly/37lSCbO
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Dear Robot Enthusiast, Hobbyist, Young Scientist and Engineers, 
 
Greeting from Pinoy Robot Games! 
 
The time for NRC 2021 is upon us. This year is unique with new forms of games. You 
won’t have to leave the comfort of your homes.  
 
Start your robots. Prepare your homes. Practice and join. Be this year’s medalist and 
finalists. Most of all, learn, invent, and have fun! 
 
 
Let the games begin! 
 
Melvin R. Matulac 
Founder of Pinoy Robot Games 
 
  

Introduction 
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Robot Minute Games 
Events Control Participants Category Medals Best of the Week 
Balloon 
Popping Auto 1 SR 3 (1G, 1S, 1B) 5 Certificates 

Fire Fighting Auto 1 SR 3 (1G, 1S, 1B) 5 Certificates 
This Blows RC 1 SR 3 (1G, 1S, 1B) 5 Certificates 

Shoot the Egg RC 1 SR 3 (1G, 1S, 1B) 5 Certificates 
Spoon 

Feeding Auto 1 JR 3 (1G, 1S, 1B) 5 Certificates 

Shoot the Ball RC 1 JR 3 (1G, 1S, 1B) 5 Certificates 
Garbage 
Collector RC 1 JR 3 (1G, 1S, 1B) 5 Certificates 

Connect the 
Dots RC 1 JR 3 (1G, 1S, 1B) 5 Certificates 

Drop It Auto 1 JR 3 (1G, 1S, 1B) 5 Certificates 
 

AI Self-Driving Car 
Control Participant(s) Category Medals Best of the Week 

Auto 1 Senior 3 (1G, 1S, 1B) 5 Certificates 
1 Adult/Coaches 3 (1G, 1S, 1B) 5 Certificates 

 

 
Virtual Robot Rugby 
NO ROBOT NEEDED. 

PC with at least 10 Mbps internet connection needed. 
Control Participant(s) Category Medals 

Remote Control 1 Open 3 (1G, 1S, 1B) 
 
 
Note: All participants will be given a certificate of participation after the game. 
  

Great RIM Ideas 
Control Participants Category Medals 

n/a 2 Senior 3 (1G, 1S, 1B) 

List of Games 
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Category Grade or Age 

Junior (JR) Grade 6 and Below 
Senior (SR) Grade 7 to Grade 12 
Open (OP) Any Age 
Adult (AD) 22 Years Old and Above 

Coaches (CS) 22 Years Old and Above 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Fill out the form (https://forms.gle/HuCtQtMSuK5mA7SSA). 
2. Pay the registration Fee. 

Games Number of Games Registration Fee 
Robot Minute Games 1 – 3 Games 500.00 ONLY  

AI Self-Driving Car 1 500.00 ONLY  
Robot Rugby Elimination Round 1,200.00 ONLY  

Great RIM Ideas 1 1,000.00 ONLY 
 

3. Email us your proof of payment at nrc2021@pinoyrobotgames.org.  
3.1 Subject: NRC2021_Payment  
3.2 Body of the Message: Include the full name, ID number, game for your receipt. 

4. We will email your ID with NRC ID number and password after 1 working day. 
5. Start sending your video links using your NRC ID number and password 

(https://forms.gle/6NK9sXy8NX1EfZQT6). 
 
  

How to Register? 

Age Category 
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1. There will be an Audition round every Saturday. Submit it before 12:00 PM. 
 

1.1. Submit the link of your video with NRC ID number and password 
(https://forms.gle/6NK9sXy8NX1EfZQT6). 

1.2. Certificate will be given to the BEST PERFORMER of the week per game. 
1.3. Running TOP 10 will be posted on the Pinoy Robot Games website. 
1.4. You can join every Saturday to be part of TOP 10 and get a certificate. 

2. On May 11, 2021 at 12:00 PM the running TOP 10 of each game will be posted on 
the Pinoy Robot Games website to be part of the LIVE Performance on May 15, 
2021. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1. On or before May 8, 2021 at 12:00 PM, create a google drive containing all 
documents/files about your RIM Idea (see rules for details). 

2. Share the google drive folder with commenter capability. 
3. Submit your google drive link and YouTube video link using your NRC ID number 

and password (https://forms.gle/6NK9sXy8NX1EfZQT6). 
  

Dates Events 
April 10, 2021 Audition Day 1 
April 17, 2021 Audition Day 2 
April 24, 2021 Audition Day 3 
May 1, 2021 Audition Day 4 
May 8, 2021 Audition Day 5 

General Mechanics 
(Robot Minute Games and AI Self-Driving Car) 

General Mechanics 
(Great RIM Ideas) 
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1. There will be 4 sets of Robot rugby elimination games consisting of 8 teams each: 
April 10, April 17, April 24, and May 8 (four Saturdays). 

2. To join the robot rugby, a team registers (https://forms.gle/YystUjKABUDWk1bZ9) 
and is assigned an elimination game date (based on earliest available date).  A 
confirmation email is sent within 48 hours. 

3. During the elimination games, one from every 4 will be selected using a knockout 
format. Randomly paired matches. 

4. If the teams are not enough (less than 4 teams), the elimination game will be 
moved to the next Saturday. 

5. Eliminated teams may register (and pay) again to join the next elimination match. 
6. Selected teams from each Saturday will be among the finalists on May 15. 
7. Open to all ages. All adults are included. 

  

General Mechanics 
(Virtual Robot Rugby) 
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Robot Minute Games 
AI Self-Driving Car 

Virtual Robot Rugby 
Great RIM Ideas 
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Robot Minute Games 
 
Robot per Team 1 
No. of Players 1 
Robot Control: Autonomous/Remote Control (Check each game) 

Game Summary: 
ROBOT MINUTE GAMES consist of 9 games / events that you 
can do at home for 1 minute. For countries that have no 
community quarantine, players may do it at school or on-site. 

 
1. BALLOON POPPING  
The goal of this game is for the robot to pop as many balloons as possible while tracing 
the line. Each player will be given one (1) minute to finish the game. Only one player is 
allowed for the game. An assistant may help record the video. 
 
Video: https://youtu.be/kVXU-ZSFcAQ 
 
Materials Needed 
1. Any type of pins (push pin, needle, safety pin, etc.) 

 
2. Black tape or black sticker for line tracing (max. 3cm thick) 
3. 20pcs balloon #10 (max diameter when inflated is 30cm)  
4. Any tape (double sided tape, scotch tape or duct tape) to 

secure the balloon 
5. Countdown timer (https://www.onlinestopwatch.com/countdown) 

Robot Specification 
1. Any type of wheeled robot is allowed. Any microcontroller is allowed. 
2. Max of 4 line tracing sensors is allowed to be used. 
3. Max of 1 distance sensor is allowed to be used. 
4. The robot shall be attached with up to two (2) pins. 
5. Robot size must not exceed 20x20cm (LxW) including the pin. 
6. NO height and weight restrictions. 
7. Robots must be fully autonomous. 

Playing field (to be set up by the player) 
1. A table (preferably white). Size: 120 x 120cm (L x W). No height limit. 
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2. There are two black lines (up to 3cm thick) forming a cross [see image below]. 
Each line begins at the center of one side and ends at the opposite side. 

3. At the end of each line is an intersecting line (20cm length, max 3cm thick) 
4. Max. size of the inflated balloon is 30cm diameter. 
5. The inflated balloon is placed at the 4 ends of the line (center of each side of the 

table). 
6. The balloons may be fixed by a tape on the SIDE of the table (but NOT on the table) 
7. Balloon numbers must be placed on the table to identify the correct sequence.  
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Game Proper 

Start 
1. The player must place the robot at the center (intersection) of the playing field. 
2. Set the timer to 1 minute. Start the timer, then start the robot. 
3. Player must move 1 meter away from the table immediately. The player can 

no longer touch any of the objects on the table including any of the inflated 
balloons. 

4. The robot must autonomously pop the balloon in the correct sequence (1, 2, 
3, & 4). 

5. When all the balloons are popped, the player can set-up for another run.  
Robot is turned OFF and placed at the center of the playing field. New 
balloons are placed. Robot is started. But timer is NEVER STOPPED. 

 
Scoring 
1. Two points (2 points) will be given for each popped balloon. They should be 

popped in sequence. When all balloons are popped, 8 points will be added. 
 
End of the Game 
1. When 1 minute has lapsed or the player decides to end the game. 
2. When all wheels of the robot go outside the line. 
3. When the robot falls from the table. 
4. When the player touches the robot or balloon while at play. The player can 

only touch the robot if all balloons are popped or when starting the robot. 
5. When the wrong balloon is popped (incorrect sequence) 
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2. FIRE FIGHTING  
The goal of this game is for the robot to extinguish as many candles as possible while 
tracing the line. Each player will be given one (1) minute to finish the game. Only one 
player is allowed for the game. An assistant may help record the video. 
 
Video: https://youtu.be/q54jV4VYMeQ 
 
Materials Needed 
1. Black electrical tape or black sticker for line tracing (max. 3cm thick). 
2. 4pcs. carton box 20cmx20cmx10cm (LxWxH). Top and front of the box must be 

open. 
3. Candle (diameter: 3-4cm, candle flame: 8-12cm from the floor). Candles may be 

placed on top of an object to increase its height. 

 
4. Countdown timer (https://www.online-stopwatch.com/countdown) 

Robot Specification 
1. Any type of wheeled robot is allowed. Any microcontroller is allowed. 
2. Max of 4 line tracing sensors is allowed use. 
3. Max of 2 sensors are allowed to be used for detecting the fire. 
4. Max of 2 motor fans attached to the robot (for extinguishing the candle) is allowed.  

Fan blade diameter must not exceed 10cm.  Finals, ONLY ONE FAN. 
5. Robot size must not exceed 20x20cm (LxW) including the motor fan. 
6. No height and weight restrictions. 
7. Robot must be fully AUTONOMOUS. 
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Playing field (to be set up by the player) 
1. A table (any color). Size: 120cm x 120cm (L x W). No height limit. 
2. With black tape or black sticker (up to 3cm thick)  
3. 5 Candles per run will be placed on the playing field (see image below)  
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CANDLE SETUP 

RUN CANDLE1 CANDLE2 CANDLE3 CANDLE4 CANDLE5 

1ST RUN 

     

2ND RUN 

     

3RD RUN 

     

4TH RUN 
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Game Proper 

Start 
1. Light the candles using the 1ST RUN setup (see table above).  
2. Place the robot on the table. Any part of the robot must be on the STARTING 

LINE. 
3. Set the timer to 1 minute. Start the timer.  
4. Start the robot. Player must move 1 meter away from the table. The player is 

NO longer allowed to touch any object on the table. 
5. The robot will move and check the candles in sequence (from candle 1 to 

candle 5). Then blow the candle that has fire/flame. Wrong sequence ends the 
game. 

6. Any part of the robot must reach the cross (Cross A for candles 1 & 2, Cross 
B for candles 3 & 4, and Cross C for candle 5) before blowing the fire. With or 
without fire, the robot is required to reach the cross.  

7. After blowing all the candles, the robot will go back to the starting line for the 
next run. While the robot is going back to the starting line, the player may start 
lighting the candles for the NEXT RUN (touching any object on the table is 
NOT allowed). Robot should STOP at starting point.  Player light candles. 
Player press robot to start again. 

8. If the robot is unsuccessful in blowing the candles, score still recorded. Game 
stops. 

9. When any part of the robot reaches the starting line, the robot must turn 
autonomously and Robot should STOP.  repeat the STEP 5. Player press 
robot to start again when candles are ready. 
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3. THIS BLOWS  
The goal of this game is for the robot to blow as many disposable cups as possible in 
the container box. The robot will only use a motor fan as a blower. Each player will be 
given one (1) minute to finish the game. Only one player is allowed for the game. An 
assistant may help record the video. 
 
Video: https://youtu.be/yQwgU322xhU   
 
Materials Needed 
1. 2pcs carton box 20cmx20cmx10cm (LxWxH). Top and front of the box must be 

open. 

 
2. 10pcs styro cups (size: 8oz, height: 9-10cm, diameter: 7-8cm). 

 
3. Countdown timer (https://www.online-stopwatch.com/countdown) 

Robot Specification 
1. Any type of wheeled robot is allowed. Any microcontroller is allowed. 
2. Robot size must not exceed 20x20cm (LxW) including the motor fan 
3. No height and weight restrictions 
4. The robot shall be attached with 1pc. motor fan. Fan blade diameter must not 

exceed 10cm. 
5. Robots must be controlled by any form of WIRELESS controller (via bluetooth, IR, 

radio frequency, etc). Physical intervention directly or indirectly is not allowed. 
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Playing field (to be set up by the player)  
1. A table (any color). Size: 120cm x 120cm (L x W). No height limit. 
2. There’s a black line (at least 1cm thick) dividing the table into 2 sections (see image 

below). The line begins at the center of one side and ends at the opposite side. 
3. Cups (upside down) will be placed anywhere on the line.  
4. The 2 boxes may be fixed by a tape/chair or standee on the side of the table (but not 

ON the table) 

 
 

Game Proper 

Start 
1. Cups will be placed on the line. Players can place a minimum of 4 and a 

maximum of 10 cups. 
2. The player must place the robot at the starting area (see the DOT). Any side 

of the robot must be on the edge of the table. 
3. Set the timer to 1 minute. Start the timer.  
4. The player must move 1 meter away from the table immediately. Then the 

player may now start controlling the robot wirelessly. The player is NO longer 
allowed to touch any object on the table. 
 

Scoring 
1. Five points (5 pts.) will be given for every cup blown into the box. 
2. When the 1 minute time limit ends, cups inside the boxes will be counted. 

Total score will be doubled (x2) if both boxes have the same number of cups. 
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3. Cups that fall outside the table cannot be returned. 
4. When the robot touches and pushes the cup to the box, no point will be given. 
 
End of the Game 
1. When 1 minute has lapsed or the player decides to end the game. 
2. When the robot goes outside the table (all wheels). 
3. When the player touches the robot or the cup while the 1 minute time is running. 
4. When the robot touches and pushes the cup. 
5. When there are no more cups on the table. 
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4.  SHOOT THE EGG  

The goal of the game is to push and shoot the boiled eggs into the pocket, placed at the 
edge of the table. Each player will be given one (1) minute to finish the game. Only one 
player is allowed for the game. An assistant may help record the video. 

Video: https://youtu.be/FvCr6K4Fnpc  
 
Materials Needed: 
1. Hard boiled Chicken Eggs (no limit on the quantity) 
2. 4pcs.20x20 carton box 
3. Table. Size is 120cm x 120cm (any color, no height requirement) 
4. Felt Paper for the surface of the table (optional) 
5. Electrical tape 
6. 4pcs Carton box 20cmx20cmx10cm (LxWxH). Top of the box must be open.

 
7. Countdown timer (https://www.online-stopwatch.com/countdown) 

Robot Specifications 
1. Any type of wheeled robot is allowed. Any microcontroller is allowed. 
2. NO height and weight restrictions. 
3. Robot size must not exceed 20x20cm (LxW) including the arm. 
4. The robot can be attached with the arm/claw (any material, gripper is NOT allowed) 

to guide the egg. 
5. No sticky substance or object can be placed to handle the egg.  
6. Robots must be controlled by any form of wireless controller. Physical intervention 

directly or indirectly is not allowed. 
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Playing Field 
1. The playing field will be the 120cm x 120cm table with an attached carton box below 

the edge of the table 
2. The carton boxes may be fixed by a tape/chair or standee on the side of the table 

(but not ON the table) 

 
 

 
 

2.1 Table Size: L120cm x W120cm, any color no height limit 
2.2 Eggs must be placed at the center of the table. 
2.4 Use of felt paper to prevent the egg from rolling is allowed 
2.5 Carton boxes must be fixed by a tape on the side of the table (but not ON the 

table). 
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Game Proper 
 

Start 
1. Place the robot at the starting area. Then place the 4 eggs at the center of the 

table. 
2. Set the timer to 1 minute. Start the timer.  
3. Start controlling the robot to place eggs in the boxes. 
4. During this time, the player is NOT allowed to touch any object on the table. 
5. If there are no more eggs on the table, bring the robot at the starting area. Then 

place another 4 pcs of eggs at the center of the table. And then the next round 
begins. Move robot only after EGGs have settled inside the box or on the floor. 

6. Repeat step 3. 
 
Scoring  
1. Two points (2 pts.) will be given for every egg placed on the box.  
2. At the end of the game, if the number of eggs in ALL 4 boxes are equal, the 

points are tripled. 
 

End of the Game 
1. When 1 minute has lapsed or the player decides to end the game. 
2. When the robot falls from the table. 
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5. SPOON FEEDING  
The goal of this game is to transfer as many quail eggs from the bowl to a moving robot 
using a spoon held only by the mouth of the player. Each player will be given one (1) 
minute to finish the game. Only one player is allowed for the game. An assistant may 
help record the video. 
 
Video: https://youtu.be/3g9oT3OfWSA 
 
Materials Needed 
1. Hard boiled quail eggs (no limit on quantity) 
2. 2 pcs bowl. Any kind of bowl (can be styro, plastic, ceramic glass, or wood). Max 

diameter is 15cm, max height is 10 cm. 

 
3. Table 1: 120x120cm (no height requirement) 
4. Table 2: any size (no height requirement) 
5. Disposable spoon (maximum length is 20cm, max width is 5cm) 

 
6. Electrical Tape or black sticker for line tracing (black) 
7. Any kind of tape to attach the bowl to the robot. 
8. Countdown timer (https://www.online-stopwatch.com/countdown) 

Robot Specification 
1. Any type of wheeled robot is allowed. Any microcontroller is allowed. 
2. Robot size can be at most 20x20cm (LxW) including the bowl. No height and weight 

restrictions. 
3. Max of 4 line tracing sensors is allowed use. 
4. Robot must be fully AUTONOMOUS. 
5. Robot’s bowl must be attached to the robot using any type of tape. No sticky 

substance or object can be used inside the robot's bowl.  
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Playing field (to be setup by the player) 
1. Table 1 (preferably white). Size: L120cm x W120cm. No height limit. 

a. With black line (Length: 90cm, max thickness = 3cm) 
2. Table 2: (any size, any color). 

a. With bowl and quail eggs 
3. Player’s Area: 150cm gap between the two tables 

 

Game Proper 

Start 
1. The player must place the robot (with an EMPTY bowl) on TABLE 1 

(anywhere on the black line). 
2. Start the robot. Robot must start tracing the line. The robot is allowed to stop 

on the intersection (T edge) for a maximum of 1 second only. Robot speed 
should be at least 30cm/sec.  Finals: Robot runs forward and backward only 
at 20cm/sec (no stops). 

3. Once the robot moves, the player can no longer touch any object on the 
tables. 

4. Set the timer to 1 minute. Start the timer, start the robot, place the spoon in 
the player’s mouth.  

5. Player goes to the player area. 
6. The player will go to TABLE 2. Get a quail egg from the BOWL using a spoon 

attached to his/her mouth. Only one quail egg at a time is allowed.  
7. The player will go to TABLE 1 (on the player’s area), then transfer, shoot, or 

throw the quail egg to the bowl attached to the robot. 
8. Repeat STEP 7 and 8 until the bowl on table 2 becomes empty. 
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Scoring 
1. 4 points will be given for every quail egg placed in the robot’s container.  

 
End of the Game 
1. When 1 minute has lapsed or the player decides to end the game. 
2. When all wheels of the robot go outside the line. 
3. When the robot falls from the table. 
4. When the player touches any object on the table during the 1 minute game. 
5. When the player touches the spoon or any quail egg 
6. When the player carry more than 1 quail egg with the spoon. 
7. When BOWL on table 2 is already empty. 
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6.  GARBAGE COLLECTOR  
The goal of this game is for the robot to collect the garbage and place it on the proper 
trash bins (box) depending on the type of the garbage. Each player will be given one (1) 
minute to finish the game. Only one player is allowed for the game. An assistant may 
help record the video. 
 
Video: https://youtu.be/R6lzlkMOvVo  
 
Materials Needed 
1. 5pcs of 300-350mL PET bottles with at least 100mL water (max diameter: 6cm, max 

height: 20cm). 
2. 5pcs of coffee empty cans (max diameter: 5.5cm, max height: 11cm) 

 
 
3. 2pcs Carton box 20cmx20cmx10cm (LxWxH). Top of the box must be open. 

 
 
4. Countdown timer (https://www.online-stopwatch.com/countdown) 
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Robot Specification 
1. Any type of wheeled robot with a GRIPPER is allowed. 
2. Robot size can be at most 40x20cm (LxW). This measurement considers including 

the gripper full extended. 
3. No height and weight restrictions. 
4. Robots must be controlled by any form of WIRELESS controller (via bluetooth, IR, 

radio frequency, etc). Physical intervention directly or indirectly is not allowed. 
 
Playing field (to be set up by the player) 
1. A table (any color). Size: L120cm x W120cm. No height limit. 
2. There are two lines (any color) forming a cross [see image below]. Each line begins 

at the center of one side and ends at the opposite side. 
3. The table has 4 sections.  

○ A: Place 1 box (for bottles) at the corner of the table 
○ B: Place 1 box (for cans) at the corner of the table 
○ C: Place 3 cans and 2 bottles (any arrangement, as long as inside the section C) 
○ D: Place 2 cans and 3 bottles (any arrangement, as long as inside the section D) 
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Game Proper 

Start 
1. Place all the garbage. 
2. Place the robot at the center of the playing field. 
3. Set the timer to 1 minute. Start the timer, then start controlling the robot. 

 
Scoring 
1. 4 points (4 pts.) will be given if the garbage is placed in the correct box.   

 
End of the Game 
1. When 1 minute has lapsed or the player decides to end the game. 
2. When the robot falls outside the table. 
3. When there is NO more garbage on the table. 
4. When a player touches the robot or any part of the playing field. 
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7.  SHOOT THE BALL  

The goal of the game is to shoot ping pong balls into the styro cup attached to the robot 
while moving. Each player will be given one (1) minute to finish the game. Only one 
player is allowed for the game. An assistant may help record the video. 
 
Video:  https://youtu.be/G-SH4JV7Vkw 
 
Materials 
1. Styro, plastic, or paper bowl (Maximum diameter: 15 cm, maximum height: 10cm)

 
2. Scotch Tape 
3. Electrical Tape 
4. Ping Pong Balls (Minimum Diameter: 35mm) 
5. Countdown timer (https://www.online-stopwatch.com/countdown) 
 
Robot Specifications 
1. Any type of wheeled robot is allowed. Any microcontroller is allowed.  
2. Maximum of 4 line tracing sensors. 
3. Robot size must not exceed 20x20cm (LxW). 
4. NO height and weight restrictions. 
5. The styro plastic, or paper bowl should be attached on top of the robot using screws, 

nuts, and tape only. 
6. The robot must be autonomous. 
7. Use of sticky substance to the robot or inside the styro bowl is NOT allowed. 

Playing Field 
1. The playing field must be set on the floor with the following dimensions:  

1.1 Size of the Field: 120cm x 120cm 
1.2 Bouncing Area: 60 cm x 120 cm 
1.3 Line tracing (Electrical Tape) of the robot 
1.4 Styro, plastic, or paper Bowl  
1.5 Ping Pong Ball (no limit on the quantity) 
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Game Proper 
 
Start 
1.  At the start of the game, the player must place the robot anywhere on line B. 

 
2. Switch ON the robot. The robot must start moving and tracing the line. Minimum 

speed (slowest speed) of the robot must be 30cm per second.  Finals version: 
Robot moves forward and backward only at 20cm per second. (no stops) 

3. The player must go back to the player’s area. 
4. Set the timer to 1 minute. Start the timer. 
5. Start bouncing the ping pong balls to the styro bowl. Balls must bounce to the 

bouncing area. 
 

Scoring 
1. Five points will be given for every ping pong ball successfully placed inside 

the styro bowl. 
2. No point will be given if the ball did not bounce on the bouncing area. 
3. If the bowl is full (the balls inside the bowl is more than 6 pcs.), the player is 

allowed to: 
a. Replace the styro bowl with a new one, or 
b. Transfer the ball to another styro bowl 

4. Ping pong balls inside the styro bowls cannot be reused for another round 
5. Ping pong balls outside the styro bowls (on the table or outside the table) can 

be picked up and reused. 
 

End of the Game 
1. When 1 minute has lapsed or the player decides to end the game. 
2. If the robot stops moving or stops tracing the line.  
3. When the robot goes outside the line (all wheels). 
4. If the robot falls outside the table.  
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8. CONNECT THE DOTS  

The goal of the game is for the remote controlled robot to connect the dots on the paper 
using a pentel pen attached to the robot. Each player will be given one (1) minute to 
finish the game. Only one player is allowed for the game. An assistant may help record 
the video. 

Video: https://youtu.be/7WMnq6ixqSs  
 
Materials 
1. 24 pcs. long bond paper each playing field total of 72 pcs. of bond paper (each 

long bond paper size is 8.5x13in) 

 
2. Rubber band/Glue gun/ tape 
3. 1 pc. Pentel pen (blue or black) 
4. Countdown timer (https://www.online-stopwatch.com/countdown) 
 
Robot Specifications 
1. Any type of wheeled robot is allowed. Any microcontroller is allowed. 
2. Robot size must not exceed 20x20cm (LxW) including the pentel pen and its holder. 
3. NO height and weight restrictions. 
4. Robots must be controlled by any form of wireless controller.  
5. Physical intervention, directly or indirectly is not allowed.  
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6. All robots must be pre-built before the competition. 
7. Attach 1 pentel pen at the robot. 
8. Use of glue gun, tape, nylon cable, or rubber bands is ONLY intended for the 

attachment of a pentel pen. Any purpose thereof is strictly prohibited. 
 

Playing Field 
1. There will be three sets of playing fields, each playing field must be printed on 

twenty four (24) long bond papers (It will be sent 2 days before the competition so 
that the player will just print it) 

2. There can be two (2) types of dots on each playing field. One kind is big and red 
and the other is small and black. 

3. Each set of bond papers may be secured with a clear scotch tape or double sided 
tape 

 
Example Playing Field 
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Game Proper 
 

Start 
1. At the start of the game, the player must place the robot at the starting area. 
2. Switch ON the robot. 
3. Set the timer to 1 minute.  
4. Start the timer then start controlling the robot. 
5. The robot must connect the RED DOTS in the right number sequence. The robot 

must follow the black dots in between the RED DOTS.  
 
Scoring 
1. Passing and drawing over a RED DOT gains a point. 
2. Completing the drawing doubles a point. 
 
End of the Game 
1. When 1 minute has lapsed or the player decides to end the game. 
2. When the robot falls outside the table. 
3. When the player touches the robot. 
4. When the robot does not follow the correct sequence of RED DOTS. 
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9. DROP IT  

The goal of the game is to drop the pet bottles outside the table. Each player will be 
given one (1) minute to finish the game. Only one player is allowed for the game. An 
assistant may help record the video. 

Video: https://youtu.be/L8ORTW7bdN8  
 
Materials Needed 
1. 10pcs of (300-350ml) Pet Bottles (Max size: 6cm diameter, 20cm height). Each 

bottle must contain at least 100ml of water. 
2. 120cm x 120cm table, no height limit 
3. Countdown timer (https://www.online-stopwatch.com/countdown) 

Robot Specifications 
1. Any type of wheeled robot is allowed. Any microcontroller is allowed. 
2. Robot size must not exceed 20x20cm (LxW). 
3. Use of fan, sprayer or sprinkler to drop the bottle is NOT allowed. 
4. NO height and weight restrictions 
5. Expanding robots is not allowed. 
6. Robot must be fully AUTONOMOUS. 
7. Max of 2 line tracing sensors is allowed to be used. 
8. Max of 3 distance sensors is allowed to be used. 
 
Playing field (to be set up by the player) 
1. The following mark must be set up on the table. 
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1.1 Table Size: L120cm x W120cm 
1.2 Pet Bottle 

 
Game Proper 

Start 
1. Place the robot at the center of the table. 
2. Place the bottles to position. 
3. Set the timer to 1 minute. Start the timer then start the robot. 
4. The robot must move AUTONOMOUSLY and drop all the bottles. 
5. Once all the bottles are removed, the robot is placed at the center of the table. 

Bottles are set back to position. Robot starts again. 
 

Scoring 
1. Each dropped bottle outside the table is equivalent to two points. 
2. The robot can drop more than 1 bottle at a time. 
3. If NO more bottles on the table, the player is allowed to: 

● Control the robot to move at the center of the table  
● Put back ALL the bottles on the table markings 
● Control the robot to push and drop the empty bottles. 

End of the Game 
1. When 1 minute has lapsed or the player decides to end the game. 
2. When the robot falls from the table. 
3. When the player touched the robot during the game. 
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AI Self-Driving Car 
  

Length of Event: TBA 
No of Players Maximum of 2 
Robot Dimensions: Pls refer below 
Arena Specifications: Pls refer below 
Robot Control: Fully Autonomous 

Event Summary: 

AI-SDC (Artificial Intelligent Self Driving Car is an autonomous 
robotics car challenge that moves on paths and performs tasks. 
It is simulated from the movement of a unmanned autonomous 
vehicle.  

Quarantine 
Considerations: 

Due to Quarantine restrictions, having a full-scale playing field 
may not be possible for many.  On the other hand, non-
Quarantine countries will have the option of a full-scale playing 
field or multiple smaller fields. 

 

1. Game objectives 
Self-driving cars perform various complex actions.  Using a small robot and a 
playing field that is a MOCK-UP of a town and its roads, the robot will try to perform 
the different actions separately or in-combination, depending on the guidelines for 
the playing field/game event.   

The goal is to simulate road conditions and have a self-driving car read road signs 
and road conditions, then perform appropriate maneuvers. A playing field will 
represent a combination of these road signs and road conditions.  Each playing field 
with its different challenges may be considered as a mission. 

2. Participants and Ages 
2.1. Maximum of 2 players in a team. 
2.2. Age group of SENIOR and ADULT. (See WRG age guidelines).  No mixing of 

different age groups in one team. 
2.3. A player can join only one team 

 
3. Robot restrictions 

3.1. Robot dimension has maximum of 25cm x 25cm throughout the game. 
3.2. Any processor or combination of processors is allowed 
3.3. A camera MUST BE USED to read and interpret the road signs. 
3.4. Remote-control of any kind is STRICTLY PROHIBITED.  Robot must start after 

a press of a button and remain autonomous until the end. 
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3.5. Any attachment damaging to human health is not allowed (ex lasers). 
3.6. Robots shall not damage the race track in anyway, deliberate or not. Robots 

shall not cause any danger to the race track & surroundings in anyway 
whatsoever. 

3.7. Robots are not allowed to secure themselves in any way to any part of the race 
track including the edges or outside of the race track. 

3.8. Robots will need to protect their sensors if necessary from any outside 
interferences. 

3.9. The robot must be powered only from the electrical power supply located on the 
robot. No limit about kind and power rating of the power source for robots. 

3.10. Robot moving by air (above the floor) is not allowed. Robots must driven by 
wheels without limitation of wheel type. 
 

4. AI Robot sensing 
4.1. AI Self-driving car should be able to detect several road conditions.  Actions for 

safe driving is observed by the car.  HANDICAP is a term used for those who 
cannot fully perform the ability to sense.  Thus a substitute with less points is 
provided. 

4.1.1. Read standard road signs and do appropriate maneuver. Road signs have 
a maximum size of 7cm x 7cm (see road-sign table below) 
HANDICAP - the road sign may be substituted by a QRCODE instead. 
(expect point deduction) 

4.1.2. Staying on the road.  The road accommodates only one car (at this time) 
at one direction.  Multiple cars will queue on the road.  The road is colored 
black and bounded by white line on both sides.  The AI-SDC must stay on 
the road.  When any wheel goes out of the white border, the GAME 
ENDS. 
HANDICAP – the road has a center line or broken center lines. 

4.1.3. Avoid road collision. When there are cars in front of the AI-SDC, it must 
maintain a safe distance of 10 cm.  Any distance less than 10cm will be 
treated as a failure to perform this condition. 

4.1.4. EMERGENCY.  First responder vehicles like fire trucks, police and 
ambulance make use of a SIREN.  The robot must be able to distinguish a 
SIREN from other sounds and upon hearing the sound, position the car on 
the side of the road.  The side is marked by the white border.  When the 
sound stops, the robot returns to the center of the road and resume its 
action. 

4.1.5. SUDDEN STOP.  Accidents can happen anytime.  When an obstruction 
suddenly blocks the front of the AI-SDC while in motion, it MUST STOP.  
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Accidental obstructions will be placed in front of the AI-SDC at a distance 
of 3cm to 10cm. 

4.1.6. PARK SAFELY.  The AI-SDC will able to detect an empty slot, position 
itself and park the vehicle inside a parking slot.  The parking slot is 
perpendicular to the road and bounded by yellow lines. 

4.1.7. PEDESTRIAN crossing – Pedestrian crossing is marked by a road sign 
and on-road walkway.  Robot must detect the pedestrian crossing and do 
appropriate maneuver.  

4.1.8. Road obstacles. – The robot must avoid non-moving road obstacles. 
 

Road-Sign Table 

Description Signage Max 
Size 

4.1. Right Turn  -  a full stop before performing the turn 
 

7x7cm 

4.2. Left Turn  - a full stop before performing the turn 
 

7x7cm 

4.3. Forward -  go straight (no turns) 
 

7x7cm 

4.4. U-TURN - make a U turn, ensure bot will not go out of 
the road.  

7x7cm 

4.5. Rail Road Crossing will always have a traffic light with 
it.   First the rail road crossing sign, robot must slow 
down, this is followed by a traffic light 15 cm from the rail 
road crossing sign and on the rail road.  Vehicle must 
follow light indicator of stop light. 

 

 

7x7cm 

4.6. Traffic Light  
 (RED)  make a FULL STOP, (YELLOW)  SLOW 

DOWN/STOP, (GREEN) keep going 
 Option for players to use PICTURE ONLY.  They 

can change the picture during the game to change 
light.  Advanced may use LED. 

 
(Wikipedia) 

3x7cm 

4.7. Parking 
 

7x7cm 

4.8. Pedestrian Crossing 
 

7x7cm 

 
See attachment road signs for printing (includes alternative signs). Players may choose 
which set of signs to use among the alternatives.  Road signs are elevated from the 
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ground and facing direction where the car is coming from.  Use a stand to elevate it -
max height of 25cm. 
 
5. Game Format for Online WRG 2021 

There will be an audition stage and final stage.  There are THREE missions to 
choose from.  Each mission task will have varying points.  Player must select and 
submit ONLY ONE MISSION.  The mission submitted in the audition stage will be 
the same mission during the final stage. 

 
AUDITION STAGE 
In the audition stage, the participant must demonstrate the capability of their AI-
SDC by setting up the playing fields and running the MISSION as instructed.  
During the audition stage, demonstration of capability can be done by changing 
road signs and road conditions while the robot is running. Instructions are provided 
for each mission. 
 
Participants must submit a VIDEO link of their performance to the country 
organizer.  The video must be in 720p and follows the instruction of camera 
placement for each mission.  Any form of editing of the video will disqualify the 
participant.  The video must begin by showing the participant holding the official 
WRG ID.  Country organizer will select the top 10 that will join the final stage. 
 
FINAL STAGE 
Before the scheduled performance, participant must prepare all needed materials, 
camera and playing field. 
During the final stage, the participant will perform the task live with an official WRG 
referee through a VIDEO CHAT (i.e. Zoom, Google Meet) or face-to-face for those 
not in quarantine. 
There should be at least 2 LIVE VIDEO feed being presented by each player. 
 

6. FOUL, Disqualify, Penalties 
6.1 Violation of rules in Article 2 and Article 3. 
6.2 Participants who act insult disparaging opponents whether by verbal or deed or 

set 
the robot make a sound, show a message, or show an abusive verb abusing 
the 
opponent. 

6.3 The participants do any action that caused the game to stop for no good reason 
6.4 The participants act in any way that is impolite and detrimental to the 

competition. 
6.5 Caught the robot operation by remote controlling occur.  
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6.6 Found the Audition video is edited. Participants who act insult disparaging 
opponents whether by verbal or deed or set the robot make a sound, show a 
message, or show an abusive verb abusing the opponent. 

 

MISSION TURN 
 

In this mission, the AI-SDC must start at the start box, stay on the road, make the 
correct turn and stop at the finish. 
The playing field and position of camera for recording.  Download playing field printable 
file.  
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TASKS for MISSION TURN (180 sec maximum) Points 

1. Begin at START LINE (box) – TIMER STARTS None 

2. Entire robot pass POINT (line) A 20 

3. Avoid obstacles in B1 10 

4. Read TURN road sign correctly 
Make the correct turn 
Entire robot pass POINT (line) C 

20 

5. Entire robot pass POINT (line) D 20 

6. Avoid obstacles in B2 10 

7. Entire robot pass POINT (line) E 10 

8. STOP inside FINISH BOX.   
All wheels must be inside the box 10 

Added points for completing all 8 tasks 50 

Added points for making NO MISTAKE on FIRST TRY. 50 

SCORING STOPS WHEN… 
Any robot wheel goes outside the white border lines of the 
road. 
Wrong TURN done in Task 4. 
Player can pick up robot and try again at start line (Counted 
points will not be counted again) 

 

During a RETRY (try again), 
player must return obstacles and road sign in designated 
position. 

 

GAME ENDS when… 
180 seconds end 
Participant announce end of game 
Robot complete task 8. 
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Playing field reference 
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MISSION PARK 
In this mission, the AI-SDC must start at the start area, navigate the road, follow the 
road sign, enter the parking area and park in the first available parking slot. 

   

The playing field and position of camera for recording.  Download playing field printable 
file  
 

 
 
  

S1, S2 and S3 are location of 
road signs. 

Possible signs are: 
Left-Turn 
U-Turn 
Parking 
RED- Stop Light 
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TASKS for MISSION PARK (180 sec maximum) Points 

1. Begin at START LINE (box) – TIMER STARTS None 

2. Entire robot pass POINT (line) A 20 

3. Read S1 and execute.  
Left turn – STOP on B for 1 sec, go straight and turn 
left facing C.   
or RED-STOP light, - Make a FULL STOP.  
During Audition stage, show robot can read both signs 

20 

4. Read S2 and execute. 
Left turn - STOP on C for 1 sec, go straight and turn 
left facing imaginary line D. 

20 

5. Read S3 and execute. 
Parking – GO straight past imaginary line D 
or U-TURN – make a U-TURN and Full Stop 
During Audition stage, show robot can read both signs 

20 

6. Enter parking area and STOP in front of first empty slot 20 

7. Turn and park between the yellow lines 30 

8. FULL STOP before wheel touches WHITE border. 20 

BONUS POINTS FOR NO MISTAKE 50 

Final RUN: During the final run schedule, There will be two 
runs.  Referee will instruct what to place in S1, S2 and S3.  
The total of the two runs will be the final score.  NO RETRY 

 

Audition Run video can be more than one to show response 
to different road signs.  Robot always begin at START 

 

GAME ENDS when… 
180 seconds end 
Participant announce end of game 
Robot complete task 8. 
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MISSION Roundabout 
 
In this mission, the AI-SDC must start at the start area, navigate the road, follow the 
road sign, enter the roundabout, and successfully exit based on the road signs. 
 
The playing field and position of camera for recording.  Download playing field printable 
file  

 

 
 

 
  

L1, L2, L3 used 
when flow is 
clock wise. 
It can be 
FORWARD or 
TURN LEFT 

R1, R2, R3 used 
when flow is 
counter 
clockwise.  It can 
be FORWARD or 
TURN RIGHT. 

Initially all are 
FORWARD.  
After robot 
makes 2 FULL 
rotation around 
the roundabout, 
one sign is 
changed to make 
the robot turn 
and exit. 
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TASKS for MISSION roundabout (180 sec maximum) Points 

1. Begin at START LINE (box) – (Any of the SF boxes) 
TIMER STARTS.  S1, S3, S4 are road sign giving 
traffic direction. 

None 

2. Robot reads the roundabout direction (S1, S3. S4 road 
sign) 
whole robot enter the roundabout 
Robot turns to the direction of traffic (one time only) 
L1, L2, L3, R1,R2, R3 are all set as FORWARD sign 

20 

3. Robot move forward (around the roundabout) and 
approach the pedestrian crossing. (one time only) 20 

4. Read Pedestrian Crossing road sign (S2, S5) 
STOP for 1 sec at least 3 cm before the yellow line. 
Continue moving forward if there is no obstruction, 

20 everytime. 

5. Full Rotation inside the roundabout.  A full rotation is 
marked by arriving at the pedestrian crossing, a 
second time. 

10 everytime 

6. Repeat #4 and Repeat #5 20  and 10 

7. Read FORWARD SIGN in every exit road (L1, L2, L3 
or R1, R2, R3) and move past the exit road. (every 
time) 

10 everytime 

8. Read TURN SIGN to exit the roundabout 
Full body of robot is outside the roundabout 40 one time 

9. Ambulance:  While inside the roundabout, an 
Ambulance sound is made.  Robot upon hearing 
should go to the outer side of the road (white line) and 
stop.  Move again when ambulance sound stops. 

50 one time 

Final RUN: During the final run schedule, referee will indicate 
road signs.  

 

GAME ENDS when… 
240 seconds end, Participant announce end of game 
Robot successful exit of roundabout. 
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Great RIM Ideas 
 

Robots per Team: Not Applicable 
No. of Players: 2 Players 
Robot Control: Not Applicable  

Event Summary: 
Students must research and create a technological idea related 
to UNSDG. Students will compile their research and present 
their ideas as if they are presenting it to a funding agency. 

 
Game Mechanics 
 To join the Great RIM Ideas game, a team must register. 
 After the registration, a confirmation email is sent within 48 hours. 
 Registered participants are required to create a max. of 5 minute video of their RIM 

45ideas. Then upload the video on Google drive or Youtube 
 They are also required to upload their document on Google drive. 
 Then send both the document and Youtube video link 

(https://forms.gle/n7Hm6g7U9XePPHqv8). 
 Deadline of submission is on May 8, 2021 (12:00 PM). 
 On May 15, 2021, all teams will receive comments and feedback from the judges 
 On May 15, 2021, the TOP 6 will be posted on PRG website. 
 On May 22, 2021, the TOP 6 will face the judges for questions and answers. 
 
REQUIREMENTS: 
 
Research of teams will be expressed in various ways. The judges will evaluate it for 
completeness and consistency. Registered team submits all pertinent documents and 
files through a Google drive link (with commenter ability). 

A. Document/files to be submitted are the following: 
1. Found in the Google drive 

1.1. Diagrams / 3D drawings of ideas at work. 
1.1.1. It can be a sketch, animation or digital drawing using sketchup or 

free cad. 
1.1.2. The sketches should be able to show (in scale) the various 

operations of the device. Use these drawings when explaining 
your ideas in the video. Do not use others that are not found here. 

1.2. List of references in APA bibliography format.  
1.2.1. Arrange it according to importance. To be evaluated according to 

quality. 

APA Annotated Bibliography 
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1.2.2. After each Bibliography entry, write a short description on what is 
found in the reference that is of significant importance (maximum 
of 50 words). 

1.2.3. For AI-related research (Bibliography), included the SOURCE of 
DATA to be used for training/learning, and description of its 
importance and possible weakness. 

1.3. Bill of Materials 
1.3.1. Detailed list of all materials needed to be used in the project (price 

optional). For AI-related projects, computing resources are 
needed. 

1.4. Test Plan 
1.4.1. Tests are done in every step of the way. 
1.4.2. Test plans will be evaluated based on their completeness. 
1.4.3. Detail out what to test, how to test, and expected results in a table 

format. 
1.4.4. How will you test to conclude that your project works (both during 

development and in the final stage)? 
1.5. You may also include the name of your local expert consultant for the 

project and contact details. 
1.6. Submit Google drive link (see the mechanics on page 5). 

 
2. Video Presentation 

2.1. 5 minute Video, explaining your idea (use item 1.1 up to 1.4 to explain). 
2.2. Submit the YouTube link (see the mechanics on page 5). 

 
B. Evaluation Criteria 

1. Diagrams ………………….... 20% 
2. Bibliography ………………... 10% 
3. Bill of Materials …………….. 10% 
4. Test Plan ……………………. 20% 
5. Video presentation ……….... 20% 
6. Question and Answer ……... 20% 

  

APA Annotated Bibliography 
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Virtual Robot Rugby 
Robots per Team: max is 5 (one robot per participant) 
No. of Players: 5 players/team (max) 
Robot Control: Remotely Controlled over the internet 
 
 
Event Summary: 

Rugby is a team sport where a plum-shaped ball is brought to the end 
goal to score. The game will have 5 robots on each side trying to go 
after the same ball and score a goal. Robots must be able to withstand 
the abuse of bumping and bring the plum-shaped ball across the goal 
line. 

 Objective: 
The objective of the game is for your remotely controlled robot to bring 
the plum-shaped ball across the goal line and gain the most number of 
points or score. 

1. Robot Dimension and Specifications  
1.1. Robots will be provided by Pinoy Robot Games. Participants will control the 

robot from their home. 
1.1.1. Robot size: 20 cm width and 20 cm depth.  
1.1.2. Weight: not more than 3000g including accessory parts.  
1.1.3. The remote control system will be on the RSMVirtual Website. 
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2. Game Elements 

2.1. Playing Field 

 
 

2.1.1. The playing field is a rectangle with a length of 600 cm and a width of 
300 cm, consisting of two goal areas and one playing area. The long 
side is called a side line, and a short side is called an end line.  

2.1.2. The distance from the center of the court to the goal line is 250 cm. The 
goal area is from the goal line to the end line (50 cm). 

2.1.3. The circumference of the field shall be surrounded by a protective wall 
with a height of at least 10 cm. This may be made of wood, aluminum, 
or other materials as long as it meets the height and will not be 
dislodged when hit by a robot. 

2.1.4. The playing field’s surface has lines that are 50 cm apart parallel to the 
end line. 

2.1.5. Referee will position the robots and the players will operate their robots 
from their home. 

2.2. The Ball 
2.2.1. RFU Union Measurement Size MIDI or American Football Size 3 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  
  

36 to 40 cm 
26 to 28 cm  

Figure 3. The Ball 
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3. Game Proper 
3.1. Preparation 

3.1.1. The players must login to RSM website (http://rsmvirtual.com.br/) using 
the username and password provided by the game organizers. 
See video instruction (http://bit.ly/3pqXhQ2).  

3.1.2. After they login, players can now see the robots, the playing field, and the 
controller. 

 
3.1.3. When the referee starts the timer, the player can be able to control the 

robot after the 5 seconds countdown. 
3.1.4. Players will be given 10 minutes to test the robot, before that actual 

game begin. 
3.2. Start of the Match 

3.2.1. The referee will place all robots within their goal area.  
3.2.2. The referee places the ball/s at the center of the playing field. During the 

elimination matches, organizer can choose to use up to 4 balls at the 
same time, but for the finals on May 15, 2021, only 1 ball will be used. 

3.2.3. Players will be given 5 minutes for the match. Referee has the option to 
extend it to 10 minutes (max) but this has to be announced at the start of 
the game. 

3.2.4. Referee then start the timer (players can see the 5 seconds countdown 
on their screen). After the countdown, all robots may exit the goal area 
and start to bring the ball/s on the goal area of the opponent. 

3.2.5. A match will be restarted under the following conditions: 
3.2.5.1. When the ball jumps out of the playing field. 
3.2.5.2. When a stoppage occurs which has been caused by a minor 

infringement. 
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3.2.5.3. After a successful try 
3.2.5.4. Restarting the game shall be promptly done. 

3.2.6. Restarting the game 
3.2.6.1. For the game with only one ball used, the referee will stop the 

timer, return all the robot within their goal area. The ball will be 
placed at the center of the field. Then the timer resumes.  

3.2.6.2. For the game with multiple balls used, the game still continues 
(robots are moving). The referee will place the ball at the center 
of the field. Timer still running (nonstop). 

3.3. Scoring 
3.3.1. Successful try = 4 points 
3.3.2. When a ball enters the goal area, and the opposing team’s robot comes 

in contact with the ball, a successful try is called. After a successful try, 
the game restart. 

3.3.3. If the ball is removed from the goal by the home team before a contact is 
made, no score is counted. The match continues. 

3.4. Tie breaker 
3.4.1. When both teams got the same score after the game, the tie breaker will 

be applied. 
3.4.2. The referee will place three (3) balls at the center of the playing field 

then places the robots within their goal area. 
3.4.3. The first team who can make a successful try wins 

3.5. End 
3.5.1. When the referee stops the timer, it indicates the end of the game.  
3.5.2. When the timer stops, players can no longer control their robot. 

 
4. Foul and Penalties 

4.1. Participants who act insult disparaging opponents whether by verbal or deed 
or set the robot make a sound, show a message, or show an abusive verb 
abusing the opponent and organizers. 

4.2. The participants do any action that caused the game to stop for no good 
reason. 

4.3. The participants act in any way that is impolite and detrimental to the 
competition. 

 


